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Abstract. Cache side-channel attacks have become a significant security threat across a variety of hardware architectures. By observing which
sets of a cache are accessed by the victim, the attacker gleans critical information about the address bits in the victim’s access, thereby revealing
portions of secret keys used by encryption algorithms (or other sensitive
information). Fundamentally, this ability to deduce information about
addresses given the accessed sets depends on knowing (or discovering)
how addresses are mapped to cache sets by hardware.
In this work, we evaluate the security of the various cache mapping
functions. Using an information-theoretic formulation, our framework
(denoted CHASM ) estimates the number of address bits that are likely
leaked by different mapping schemes. Our analysis leads to several new
insights. One, all one-to-one schemes that map n set-index address bits
to 2n set-indices leak all n bits. Two, based on memory footprint, programs often leak several additional (viz., tag) bits (e.g., AES leaks 39
bits out of 42 at L2). Three, tag bits leak even with the use of address
space layout randomization (16 − 33 bits). Four, the use of huge pages
in order to reduce pressure on TLBs increases leakage (5 additional bits
on average). Since many of these techniques have opposing impact on
performance and security, we use a new security-delay ratio metric to
jointly evaluate mapping schemes for both performance and security.

1

Introduction

Hardware security attacks have become a significant threat to the confidentiality
and integrity of data, including data residing on personal devices [4, 26]. An
important sub-class of such security attacks is the cache side-channel attack1 .
Here, the attacker exploits the behavior of cache space across multiple executing
programs. By observing the differences in the timings of memory accesses to
cache memory locations (cache lines or sets), the attacker draws conclusions
about the addresses accessed by the victim. In most current multi-core systems,
it is trivially easy to identify the address bits used as a cache set. Knowing
the address bits accessed by the victim leads to knowledge about secret keys
in cryptography applications [5]. This address-as-data side-channel has received
??
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significant attention from both attack and countermeasure standpoints [6,18,21,
27, 31].
Mitigation techniques can broadly be classified as partitioning or randomization based. In partitioning-based techniques (for e.g., see [13, 17, 34]), the
shared cache is partitioned such that each program uses its own cache partition
(typically a subset of cache ways) and accesses to one partition do not result in
any state changes to other partitions. While this method is effective at blocking
some timing-based attacks2 , it brings a significant performance penalty: programs have varying demand for cache capacity and it is hard to impose efficient
static partitioning regimes. Dynamic regimes, on the other hand, can reintroduce
timing-based side-channels (e.g., see [34]) and generally require sophisticated
governance mechanisms in hardware.
In randomization-based methods, the hardware obfuscates how memory addresses map to cache sets, making it harder for the attacker to translate a timing
observation on a cache set to address bits used by the victim. Recent works (for
e.g., [20,24]) have proposed to use encryption mechanisms at the last-level cache
to map addresses to cache sets. Prior works (for e.g., see [9,15,16]) have also explored the use of non-trivial mapping functions for L1 and L2 caches, primarily
from a performance improvement goal: to redistribute memory addresses across
cache sets in order to reduce cache conflicts. Some of these schemes may also
improve security.
In this work, we propose CHASM – an information-theoretic measure to
evaluate the strength of various cache set mapping schemes. CHASM estimates
the amount of information about memory addresses that a mapping scheme
leaks: lower the estimated leakage, the stronger the security defense. Using this
formulation, we evaluate several different cache set mapping schemes for private
and shared caches. Using a combination of synthetic and real programs (SPEC,
and cryptography), we establish the following:
– Schemes that are 1:1 mappings of the n set index address bits to 2n sets,
leak all n address bits.
– Information leakage is higher in programs with smaller memory footprints–
higher order bits (tag bits, the bits not used for set index) do not vary
significantly. For e.g., the AES benchmark leaks 39 bits (out of 42) at L2
cache when using traditional Modulo scheme3 for mapping addresses to cache
sets due to its small (< 1M B) footprint.
– Even for programs with larger foot prints, the non-uniformity of accesses
to program addresses (see [22]) can leak information about the tag bits of
programs.
– Address space layout randomization (see [23]) helps but is not sufficiently
strong enough in reducing tag bit leakage. Despite using ASLR, programs
still leak anywhere between 16 to 33 (out of 42) bits.
2
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Partitioning techniques do not prevent certain types of attacks [35]
Mapping schemes are discussed in Section 3 and workloads in Section 5
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– Interestingly, the use of huge pages to reduce TLBs and page table sizes,
actually results in higher leakage even for programs with large footprints.
We observe additional 5 bits of leakage bits (average) with 2MB pages.
– Using our proposed security-delay metric, we evaluate several mappings to
identify schemes that are both more secure and better performing compared
to the conventional baseline. Such metrics can be valuable in making quantitative decisions about performance-security trade-offs.

2

Background

Figure 1 provides an overview of a typical multi-core embedded processor architecture. Each core is provisioned with private L1 caches (L1 is split between data
and instruction) followed by a large shared L2 cache. Depending on hardware
scheduling and resource allocation, different programs share one or more caches.
Programs that are co-located on the same core share private as well as shared
caches. When hardware fine-grained scheduling techniques (such as Simultaneous
Multi-Threading)are used, programs can concurrently execute on the same core
sharing private data and instruction caches. Programs concurrently executing
on different cores share the L2 cache. Thus, simultaneously executing programs
affect (and are affected by) the performance of co-running programs: programs
suffer additional cache misses due to interference.

Fig. 1: Overview of Multi-core Embedded Processor

This performance variation caused by sharing of private or shared caches is
the basis of cache-based side-channel attacks. Depending on the level of access
to the system, the attacker may share a private cache or the last-level cache
with the victim. The attacker launches a covert attack on the victim by creating
an information leakage channel from the victim to the attacker. Such a channel
could be constructed in different ways based on system access, shared pages and
observability. For illustration, in the PRIME+PROBE technique [35], the attack
is deployed in three steps. In the first step, the attacker runs a spy process that
fills the shared cache with its own data. In the second step, it lets the victim
process execute. The victim brings its data to the shared cache, evicting some
of the spy’s cache blocks. In the third step, the attacker resumes the spy process
accessing its data a second time. Cache misses of spy data (observed by timing
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the accesses) will indicate that the victim accessed the same set. This information
is sufficient to reveal a portion of the address that the victim accessed.
In addition to PRIME+PROBE, several other attacks exist, such as FLUSH
& RELOAD [31], EVICT & TIME [11] and so on. Various works have demonstrated the use of different levels of caches to create covert side channels [18]. At
the heart of all of these attacks is the ability for the attacker to determine bits
of the address accessed by the victim given the set that was accessed. The vast
majority of existing hardware systems use the simple modulo mapping scheme to
map addresses to cache sets: for a cache with N = 2n sets (organized as blocks
of size B = 2b bytes), the cache controller uses the n bits [b : b + n − 1] of the
address to determine the set index. Figure 2 shows how the cache controller uses
the a address bits to obtain the block offset, the set index and tag. Under this
mapping scheme, if the attacker knows the set index, then (s)he knows the corresponding address bits. Despite this vulnerability, this scheme is the prevalent
mapping scheme given its simplicity and low-cost of implementation.

Fig. 2: Cache Set Mapping using the Modulo Mapping Scheme

Researchers have proposed newer set mapping schemes that use some additional address bits, and applying a simple combinatorial function on these
selected bits to compute a new set index. While most prior schemes were designed for higher performance, (by distributing the requests more evenly across
cache sets to reduce cache misses), new schemes [20, 24] have been proposed using a cipher to create pseudo-random hash maps from addresses to cache sets.
In our evaluations we assume that the same address mapping is used for all
processes. In a future study we will explore the use of different mappings for
different processes and modifying mappings for a given process periodically.
Thus, given the central role that cache set mapping schemes play in mitigating cache side-channel attacks, our work proposes an information-theoretic
framework for evaluating the security of cache set mapping schemes.

3

Evaluated Cache Set Mappings

In this section, we describe the various set mapping schemes that we explored.
In addition to the modulo mapping scheme covered in the previous section (Figure 2), we evaluate several representative schemes that are summarized in Table 1.We selected a representative set of mappings used in current systems or
proposed by recent research. For the purpose of describing these techniques we
will assume 64-byte cache blocks.
The Rotate-3 mapping uses the traditional n set index address bits a(n+5) :
a6 and rotates these bits by three bit positions to produce the new set index
([a8 , a7 , a6 , an+5 : a9 ]).
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Scheme Name

Rotate-3 [15]
XOR [15]
Rotate-thenXOR
Square-thenXOR
Odd-Multiplier7 [15]
Intel-Slice [32]
CEASER
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Scheme Description

Uses Usage
Tag
Bits?
Rotate-right the set-index address bits by 3 bit positions
No
L1, L2
XOR the set-index address bits with least significant tag bits Yes
L1, L2
of address
Rotate-right the set-index address bits by 1 bit position, and Yes
L1, L2
XOR the result with tag bits of address
Square the tag bits of the address, and XOR the middle n bits Yes
L1, L2
of result with the n set-index address bits
Multiply the tag bits by 7, add to set-index address bits
Yes
L1, L2
See description in [32]. Two-stage hash of cache slice.
Encryption-based mapping scheme. See [24].

Yes
Yes

L2
L2

Table 1: Overview of Cache Set Mapping Schemes

The XOR scheme uses n bits of address from the cache tag portion to XOR
them with the set index address bits. The XORed result is used as the set index.
The use of the tag bits acts as a pseudo-randomizer resulting in obfuscating
the mapping of addresses to cache sets. In practice, this technique introduces
hardware implementation challenges at L1 as the use of virtual address tag bits
for indexing has to be reconciled with coherence messages sent out using physical addresses. The tag bits are not guaranteed to be the same between virtual
and physical addresses requiring some additional metadata to be maintained for
correctly indexing into the L1 cache. However, this scheme is known to work
effectively from a performance point of view as it distributes addresses more
evenly across cache sets. The Rotate-then-XOR scheme first rotates the set index address bits and then XORs the rotated bits with the tag bits to compute
the set index. The Square-then-XOR scheme first squares the tag address bits,
then extracts the n bits in the middle of the result to XOR them with the set
index address bits. While the squaring operation is hardware-expensive, if the
number of bits is small (e.g., in the L1 cache) or the operation is invoked infrequently (for e.g., at lower-level caches), the overhead of this operation becomes
tolerable4 . The Odd-Multiplier-7 scheme multiplies the tag bits by 7, and adds
the result to the set index address bits. Modulo 2n of the result is used as the
set-index.
The Intel-Slice scheme is borrowed from Intel’s implementation for the lastlevel cache in Sandy Bridge as outlined in [32]. In this scheme, the L2 is viewed
as a collection of cache slices, and the computation of the slice ID is done using
a two-stage function of the input address. CEASER [24] proposes the use of
an encryption cipher implemented as a 4-stage Feistel network to translate the
incoming physical address into an L2 cache set index5 .
We note that virtual addresses are used in mapping schemes used in the
L1D cache since the majority of L1 caches are virtually-indexed while physical
addresses are used in the L2 cache since L2 caches are almost always physicallyindexed.
4
5
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CHASM Formulation

We first describe how our formulation can be used followed by a description of
the information leakage estimation technique.
4.1 Use Model
CHASM is not proposing a specific cache side-channel attack or a countermeasure. Instead, it provides a framework for assessing the strength of various cache
mapping schemes in mitigating the disclosure of victim address bits. The typical
use of CHASM is for the design and evaluation of new cache mapping schemes.
Hardware architects can explore various mapping schemes (such as those described in Section 3) to identify the most secure schemes. Algorithm and OS
developers can explore different software implementation techniques for how secure/vulnerable they are from a cache-based side-channel attack perspective.
CHASM formulation estimates the leakage of the victim’s address bits given
that the attacker knows which sets are being accessed by the victim. Tools such
as the PIN tool for ARM [10] or Intel [19] can be used to collect a trace of
a program’s memory accesses. These traces are fed to a cache simulator that
estimates information leakage using the CHASM formulation described next.
The cache simulator implements the desired cache mapping schemes and provides
statistical estimates of which address bits are leaked and the likelihood that a
leaked bit is a 1 or a 0.
4.2 Information Leakage Estimation
The attacker’s goal is to accurately predict the address bits used by the victim
given that the attacker knows which set was accessed. We use an informationtheoretic metric to estimate this leakage. An address bit ai is estimated to be
leaked with probability 1, if every address that maps to a given set S in the
victim program has the same value for bit ai (either always zero or always one).
Intuitively, this is stating the fact that an address bit value remains constant for
all addresses that map to a given set, and an attacker can find the value of an
address bit if he knows the set used. Additionally, correlations between address
bits also reveal information. For instance, if address bit aj is 1 whenever address
bit ai is 0, then knowing ai , aj can be predicted.
While the concept of mutual information (see [14, 29]) is widely used to
define leakage in the presence of correlations, its computational complexity is
high requiring multi-dimensional conditional probabilities to be estimated6 . We
define a simpler metric that uses only pair-wise correlations between address bits.
Our metric computes both the individual per-bit leakage as well as correlated
leakage in order to estimate the effective leakage.
Individual Leakage: If we denote the probability that ai has a value of 1
when it maps to set S as pi = prob(ai = 1|S), then the leakage of information
regarding ai is related to the entropy ei of the bit, given by:
ei = −pi log(pi ) − (1 − pi )log(1 − pi )
6

(1)

In our case, leakage in bit i would depend on all other 40–50 bits requiring 240 − 250
probabilities to be estimated.
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When pi is either close to 0 or 1, then ei is close to 0 (very small uncertainty).
On the other hand, when pi is close to 0.5, then ei is close to 1. This individual
bit leakage ili is defined:
ili = 1 − ei
(2)
A high value of ili indicates that by simply knowing the set, bit ai can be
predicted.
Correlated Leakage: In almost all applications, lower-order address bits
toggle more often than higher-order bits. Thus we compute correlations of bit
aj with all other previous bits aj−1 through a6 7 . Let SAM E(i, j) denote the
number of times that ai and aj have the same values among addresses mapping
to set S. Let DIF F (i, j) denote the number of times that ai and aj have different
values. The correlation of aj with ai (j > i) is defined:
cj,i = 1 −

min(SAM E(i, j), DIF F (i, j))
max(SAM E(i, j), DIF F (i, j))

(3)

If the bits are strongly correlated or anti-correlated, then cj,i is close to 1. Thus
we define the correlated leakage clj,i of j due to i as:
clj,i = eli × cj,i

(4)

where eli is the effective leakage of bit i defined in Equation 5. The correlated
leakage of aj due to ai is high if ai has high effective leakage and aj has high
correlation with ai . We now define the effective leakage of aj as:
elj = max(ilj , clj,j−1 , clj,j−2 , .., clj,6 )

(5)

Effective leakage of aj is set to the maximum of its individual leakage, and its
correlated leakages with preceding bits aj−1 through a6 . If a bit possesses strong
(anti-) correlation with a preceding bit or suffers from high individual leakage,
then its effective leakage is high.
We express the total leakage as a sum of the effective leakage contributions
from all the relevant address bits: set-index bits and tag bits. This is given by:
X
L(S) =
eli
(6)
i

where the summation is over all set index and tag address bits.
Ideally, the most secure mapping scheme leaks 0 bits of address information,
while the weakest scheme leaks all tag and set index bits. For a given cache, the
total information leaked is estimated as a weighted-average across all the sets,
where p(S) is the probability of an address mapping to set S.
X
LAvg
L(s)p(s)
(7)
Cache =
s
7

We stop at a6 as bits a0 through a5 are block offset bits that have no impact on
cache mapping. In this paper we assume 64-byte cache blocks.
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The weighing by p(S) ensures that sets that have received very few accesses do
not skew the overall cache-level leakage metric. This also takes program characteristics into account: if a program exhibits a non-uniform use of cache sets, then
that is useful information to the attacker and must be included in the metric.
We use this formulation to compare various cache set mapping schemes. If a
set mapping scheme results in lower average information leakage (LAvg
cache ), then
it is deemed to be more secure scheme.
4.3 Security-Delay Measure
Neither performance nor security alone is a useful measure. High performance
under weak security is not desirable, and strong security with significant performance penalties is unacceptable. Therefore, we propose a new cache metric:
security-delay ratio (denoted SD), defined as:
SDCache =

1
(t + n)
×
avg
LCache
CP I

(8)

This is a higher-is-better metric: lower CPI (Cycles Per Instruction) and lower
leakage contribute to higher values of the metric. The (t + n) term represents the
maximum possible leakage and is used to normalize the security measure LAvg
Cache .
For example, if two schemes S1 and S2 have CPIs 2.0 and 1.5 with respective
leakages of 20 and 30 bits (out of a maximum of 42 8 ), then their respective
SD metrics are 1.05 and 0.933 suggesting that S2 perhap loses out on security
a little too much (even though it is higher in terms of performance).

5

Experimental Methodology

We use a trace-based methodology for evaluating CHASM. Memory access traces
of various workloads are collected using PIN [19] tool. These are virtual addresses
that are suitable for L1 cache studies (L1 is VIPT - Virtually Indexed Physically
Tagged). We also obtain corresponding physical addresses during the PIN tool
execution by using a combination of Linux /proc/pagemap and /proc/kpageflags
utilities [2]. Physical addresses are used for L2 cache studies (L2 is PIPT Physically Indexed Physically Tagged). As is standard practice, we collect traces
after skipping an initial warm-up period.
These traces are injected into Moola [25] - a multi-core, cache hierarchy
simulator. The cache simulator is configured to match the Snapdragon Series
8 [7] cache configuration (L1D: 32KB 4-way, L2: 2MB, 8-way, all caches use
64B blocks). The cache simulator is modified to support all the cache mapping
schemes listed in Table 1. The simulator is also enhanced to measure information
leakage defined in Equations 7 and 8. Finally, the simulator reports the relevant
statistics – cache performance, and information leakage.
Our workloads comprise synthetic programs, SPEC [12] benchmarks and
off-the-shelf cryptography programs. Synthetic programs access consecutive elements of an array in a loop. By varying the size of the array, we observe the
8
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impact of memory footprint on security. We explore 6 different sizes and the
corresponding workloads are denoted synth 16KB, synth 128KB, synth 1MB,
synth 8MB, synth 64MB and synth 512MB. We use a subset of SPEC benchmarks that are memory-intensive: bwaves, bzip2, cactusADM, GemsFDTD,
leslie3d, libquantum, milc, mcf, soplex and zeusmp. Our cryptography programs
include AES, RSA and SHA. Traces collected from these programs are fed to
the cache simulator and simulated for 10 billion memory accesses.

6

Results

We first evaluate L1D mapping schemes for their security using synthetic, SPEC
and Cryptography benchmarks, followed by an evaluation of L2 mapping schemes.
6.1 Security of L1D Cache Mapping Schemes
Figure 3 plots the average information leakage (LAvg
Cache , refer Equation 7) from all
address bits observed in synthetic programs across all the evaluated L1 mapping
schemes. These results clearly demonstrate that leakage reduces as memory
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Fig. 3: Leakage of Address bits in L1D on Synthetic Programs

footprint increases. Programs with smaller memory footprints leak many more
bits (40 in synth 16KB ) compared to programs with higher footprints (16 in
synth 512MB ). This is due to less variation in the address bit values in programs
with smaller footprints. These results also reveal that every mapping scheme that
uses only the set-index portion of address bits to map the 2n possible address
bits to 2n sets in a 1-1 function is weak : it reveals all n bits.
Next, we evaluate the leakage of information for selected SPEC and Cryptography workloads. Figure 4 plots this leakage across all mapping schemes. The
first two schemes (that use only the set-index address bits for indexing) leak
significantly more bits compared to schemes that leverage tag address bits for
indexing. In particular, AES and SHA encryption programs show high leakage.
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This is attributable to their small memory footprints and lack of variation in
tag bits, thereby enabling attackers to accurately estimate several address bits.
Even if encryption routines are integrated into larger applications, as they are
typically invoked in response to encryption requests, knowledgeable attackers
can isolate these portions of code execution and attack them.
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Fig. 4: Leakage of Address bits in L1D on SPEC and Crypto Benchmarks

6.2 Leakage Under ASLR
Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR, see [23]) is an OS feature that
offers memory protection against attacks by randomizing the base addresses of
various program sections such as the stack, heap and text. Across different runs
of the same process, the OS places the process sections at different locations
thereby making it harder for attackers to reliably determine addresses used by
the victim via cache side-channel attacks.
In order to test the effectiveness of ASLR and to identify information leakage
under ASLR, we ran our synthetic workloads 50 times each and obtained a
merged trace for each workload9 . By merging the address accesses from different
runs of the same workload, we are able to capture the randomness introduced
by ASLR and measure the resulting reduction in leakage.
Figure 5 reports our findings on the L1D cache by plotting the reduction in
leakage by ASLR. Observe that this is a higher-is-better graph. The numbers
above the bars are the absolute leakage values with ASLR. Overall, ASLR helps
reduce the leakage of address bits. In particular, mapping schemes that use
tag bits (last four bars for each workload) reduce leakage suggesting that a
combination of such a mapping scheme operating under ASLR is effective. This
is a positive result from a security standpoint – especially for programs with very
small footprints. However, ASLR does not completely prevent leakage. As the
9

SPEC and Cryptography workloads exhibit similar trends and for brevity, we omit
their details here.
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Fig. 5: Reduction in Leakage with ASLR

numbers above the bars indicate, in small workloads (e.g., synth 16KB ) despite
ASLR, 15 − 30 bits leak.
This experiment reveals that a combination of including tag bits in computing
set indices, coupled with the use of ASLR can provide a secure mapping scheme
preventing leakage of set-index bits. At the same time, ASLR is not strong
enough to prevent leakage of several tag bits and a stronger scheme is needed to
achieve this.
6.3

Security of L2 Cache Mapping Schemes

Figure 6 plots the leakage of the address bits in SPEC and Cryptography workloads10 . These results are similar to synthetic workloads. Schemes incorporating
the use of tag bits generally perform significantly better than schemes that do
not. Cryptography workloads – due to their small footprints – leak more bits
under all schemes (AES leaks a total of 39 bits – set-index+tag – under Modulo).
Impact of Page Size on Leakage Large physical pages [1, 3] (also called
superpages, using page sizes of 2MB through 1GB) have been supported as a way
to allocate and manage large contiguous chunks of physical memory efficiently.
Large pages reduce TLB (Translation Lookaside Buffer) pressure and page-walk
penalty by replacing many individual small page entries in a page table by a
single entry. However, use of large pages comes with a security side-effect: all
addresses that map to a large physical page have the same higher-order bits
as compared to addresses that map to different non-contiguous small physical
pages. Thus, using large pages can result in greater address bit leakage. In order
to observe this, we compared two runs of a synthetic program – huge pages
allocates and uses huge (2MB in our experiments) pages, while small pages uses
10

For lack of space, we omitted the Rotate-3 scheme as its leakage is exactly the same
as that of Modulo
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small (4KB) pages. Figure 7 compares leakage of tag address bits in the L2
cache. Across all the schemes, the use of huge pages results in leaking several
additional address bits (about 5 on average in our experiments).
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6.4

Security-Delay Measure

We use the metric SDCache defined in Equation 8 to study the joint effect of
each scheme on performance and security. Figure 8 plots the percentage change
in SDL1D w.r.t the modulo baseline for SPEC and Crypto workloads for four
mapping schemes on L1D. In workloads such as GemsFDTD, while XOR improves SDL1D by as much as 49%, Square-then-XOR improves by only about
26%. On average (geometric mean), the XOR scheme performs the best. This
evaluation shows that the SDCache metric is effective at capturing the joint performance & security impact of cache mapping schemes and can be used as a
reliable indicator for future evaluations.
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The above results and discussion indicate that hardware-wide static cache
mapping schemes are leaky. Set-index bits are almost entirely revealed unless
tag-based methods are used. Even then leakage still exists in smaller programs.
Considerable leakage of tag bits occurs in all schemes even when ASLR is used.
Large physical pages tend to leak even more. Large cache sizes also result in
higher leakage. Our findings motivate the need for incorporating stronger mapping schemes that are either application-specific, or dynamic or both.
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Fig. 8: L1D Security-Delay Ratio Metric of SPEC and Cryptography Workloads

7

Related Works

Cache set mappings have received attention mainly from a performance perspective. These studies focus solely on performance and do not consider their security
implication. The work in Kavi et al [15] provides a comprehensive comparison
of several mapping schemes used in low-associativity caches. The work in Givargis [9] explores mapping schemes that improve performance by considering
correlations among address bits. Kharbutli et al [16] explore the prime-modulo
and prime-displacement mapping functions.
The work in [24] explores the use of encryption-based mapping of physical
addresses to LLC sets with emphasis on addressing security. In this work, the
authors not only propose encryption but also re-encrypt and migrate cache blocks
periodically to prevent the attacker from learning the encrypted mapping. Intel
uses an undocumented hash function of the physical address bits to compute
the last-level cache slice index. The details of this hash function were revealed
in [20]. We evaluate these schemes in our work. ScatterCache [30] proposes
a per-process keyed mapping scheme. Per-process mappings make inter-process
attacks difficult but due to the mapping hardware overhead, they are feasible
only at low-level caches. In contrast to these works, our work is not another cache
mapping (or address randomization) scheme: rather, it provides a framework to
evaluate the security of mapping schemes and highlights the role of program
characteristics such as memory footprint in determining programs’ vulnerability
to microarchitectural side-channel attacks.
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Address space layout randomization (ASLR) [23] was introduced by Linux
as a guard against address-based attacks by randomizing the bases of text, stack,
heap and mmap sections. It has however been shown that ASLR does not offer
a strong defense [28].
Orthogonal to CHASM, Zankl et al [33] provide a framework for detecting
leakage of modular exponentiation software via instruction caches. The work
in Doychev et al [8] proposes CacheAudit - a framework for automatic static
analysis of cache side channels. CHASM differs from this framework in that
CHASM is driven by address traces factoring in aspects of the run-time system:
physical addresses, use of large pages, ASLR and so on.

8

Conclusions

This work presented CHASM – a framework for evaluating strength of the security of cache mapping schemes. We evaluated several schemes at L1 and L2
caches under different system conditions (ASLR, large pages). Our evaluations
reveal several insights about the vulnerabilities of cache mappings, including
that smaller memory footprints leak more information, that non-uniformity of
accesses leaks more information, that ASLR is only marginally effective and that
“huge” pages leak more information. These findings indicate that more sophisticated techniques for hiding address mapping to cache sets are needed. Moreover,
obfuscating techniques at the OS level as well as application/algorithm level are
needed to increase the strength of countermeasures against side-channel attacks.
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